Membership Agreement
I hereby wish to join the „Gesellschaft für Historische Simulationen e.V.“ (GHS e.V.) (Society for Historical Simulations). I have acknowledged the Articles of Association. I am aware that German law
applies, and official communication is almost exclusively in German. I am also aware that this agreement is a translation of the original German document. In case of doubt the original German text applies.

This membership agreement will be valid only after paying the membership fee (30 Euros for members from 30 years on, 20 Euros up to 29 years inclusive). This can be done by transferring the appropriate amount on our Society’s bank account at the Postbank Köln,
IBAN DE84 3701 0050 0153 2555 03 and BIC PBNKDEFF.

Name:*
First Name:*
Date of
Birth:*
Address:*
Post
code:*
City:*
Country:*
Telephone:
EmailAddress:*
*= must be filled

Data Protection Agreement:
I hereby agree that my personal data will be stored in the
Members List, which may be done electronically, and this
data may be used for purposes of the GHS. I bind myself to
keep personal data, which I might receive from the GHS
(see below), confidential, and will not make this data accessible to other people or institutions.

I further agree that …
... my contact details will be stored in the Players List, and
are offered to other members, whose contact details
are also in the Players List, in order to enable them to
contact me, … *
... even if they are not living in Germany.*
... my name, first name, the city and country I live in, may
be given to certain dealers for the sole purpose to gain the
„GHS discount“. Dealers offering this discount are publicly
announced on the GHS webpage and / or the periodical
“Manöverkritik”.*
Note: Without this agreement the discount can not be
claimed.

*Please cross out if not desired.



Family Discount: In my household lives at least
one other member of the GHS. Therefore I pay only
50% of the appropriate amount and forfeit to receive the periodical „Die Manöverkritik“. (May be
chosen if desired.)

Place, Date:__________________________________

Place, Date:_____________________________________
Signature:_______________________________________
Please send this membership agreement to:

GHS e.V.
Damian Raschka

Signature:____________________________________

Grefrather Weg 87a
D-41464 Neuss

